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 Mary Fee (West Scotland) (Scottish Labour): To ask the Scottish Government what assessment 
it has carried out of a potential increase in the rail network in Renfrewshire. 

 (S4W-23600) 

Derek Mackay: In the next ScotRail franchise there will be no diminution of service and throughout 
the life of the franchise, we will continue to work closely with the franchisee in the review of current 
service levels and demand as we seek to identify even more improvements for passengers. 

ScotRail have an obligation under the franchise contract to undertake passenger counts on each of 
its rail service. The passenger count data are used to inform decision making around future service 
levels, rolling stock investment and overcrowding. 

We will also work closely with and offer advice to third party promoters who have aspirations to add 
new stations or increase accessibility on the network in Renfrewshire. 

 

John Finnie (Highlands and Islands) (Independent): To ask the Scottish Government what 
discussions it has had with the UK Government to ensure that the new franchise for the East Coast 
rail route will provide a higher level of hot food availability for passengers north of Edinburgh on the 
Highland Chieftain service between King's Cross and Inverness. 

 (S4W-23610) 

Derek Mackay: In December 2012 the Scottish Government provided a letter of advice to the UK 
Government on its requirements of the InterCity East Coast franchise. This included advice on the 
need for continued and improved catering provision for passengers travelling north of Edinburgh. 

The advice notes ‘the particular requirements of the long distance market in terms of catering and 
passenger comfort and amenity’, and that ‘services to Scotland (particularly to Aberdeen and 
Inverness) are amongst the longest passenger rail services in the UK, and notes the need for 
enhanced luggage space and catering over these routes’. 

In summary, the advice argues that ‘it is important that a full catering offer is retained on services to 
Scotland, and that offer recognises that some services extend more than three hours beyond 
Edinburgh’. 

However, the Scottish Government does not have the powers to direct the franchisee. The InterCity 
East Coast franchise is specified and let by the UK Government. 

 

John Finnie (Highlands and Islands) (Independent): To ask the Scottish Government whether it 
will raise with the new East Coast franchisee the need for all InterCity Express trains to be used 
between King's Cross and Inverness to be built with the galley option to service hot food to all 
passengers. 

 (S4W-23611) 

Derek Mackay: As noted in my response to the answer to question S4W-23610 on 23 December 
2014, we have provided comprehensive advice to the Department for Transport on this issue. Officials 
have also discussed this requirement with all bidders for the InterCity East Coast franchise in advance 
of their bids. 

Information received from the Department for Transport indicates that InterCity Express trains will be 
built with a galley to provide hot food to all passengers, although we have not seen the full detail of the 
winning bid for InterCity East Coast, and await confirmation of this point. 

We will pursue this issue directly in discussions with the new franchisee. 

All answers to written parliamentary questions are available on the Parliament’s website, the search 
facility for which can be found at:http://www.scottish.parliament.uk/parliamentarybusiness/28877.aspx. 

 

http://www.scottish.parliament.uk/parliamentarybusiness/28877.aspx


John Finnie (Highlands and Islands) (Independent): To ask the Scottish Government whether it 
will seek assurances from the new rail franchisee that the new InterCity Express trains will be 
sufficiently powerful to climb the gradients between Perth and Inverness at the same speed as the 
current models on this route. 

 (S4W-23612) 

Derek Mackay: We do not currently have information on the sectional running times of the InterCity 
Express trains over the Perth to Inverness route. We are aware of concerns about the performance of 
these trains, as you have highlighted, and have sought clarification from the Department for Transport. 

We will raise the performance of these trains in discussion with the new franchisee. 

 

John Finnie (Highlands and Islands) (Independent): To ask the Scottish Government whether it 
will demand that the Highland Chieftain Inverness to King's Cross service will be allocated a nine 
coach set throughout the year once the new InterCity Express trains are introduced and not limited to 
a five coach set in winter. 

 (S4W-23613) 

Derek Mackay: Yes. We have had broad assurance from the Department for Transport (DfT) that 
the current levels of service provision will be maintained in the new InterCity East Coast franchise. 

Specific advice from DfT, however, is that there is no specific obligation on the new East Coast 
franchisee to deploy specific set formations on any given route; the new franchise agreement will 
place an obligation on the franchise operator to utilise the Intercity Express Programme fleet in a way 
that best meets demand. 

We will reiterate our view that current levels of provision must be fully maintained in our discussions 
with the new franchisee. 

 

Rhoda Grant (Highlands and Islands) (Scottish Labour): To ask the Scottish Government what 
help it has provided to each local authority to ensure that all bus and train services are accessible to 
wheelchair users. 

 (S4W-23656) 

Derek Mackay: The primary responsibility for ensuring bus and train services are accessible rests 
with the operators of such services. 

Legislation governing technical standards for buses and the obligations of bus operators in relation 
to disability is reserved to the UK Parliament. The Public Service Vehicle Accessibility Regulations 
2000 (PSVAR) require new vehicles to have low floor boarding devices and state that any regulated 
public service vehicle shall be fitted with no less than one wheelchair space. All buses carrying more 
than 22 passengers and used on local services are required to be fully PSVAR compliant by 2015, 
2016 and 2017. 

Local authorities have powers to support bus services to meet local needs where the market is not 
doing so on a commercial basis and are also primarily responsible for the provision of infrastructure 
such as bus stops and bus stations. Funding for this comes from their general funding settlement. 

Similarly, there is a requirement for all mainline trains to be accessible by 2020. 

 

Rhoda Grant (Highlands and Islands) (Scottish Labour): To ask the Scottish Government how it 
plans to ensure that wheelchair users are given priority in designated wheelchair-user bays on all bus 
and train services. 

 (S4W-23657) 

Derek Mackay: Legislation governing the obligations of bus and train operators in relation to 
disability has not been devolved to Scottish Ministers and remains a matter that is reserved to the UK 
Government. 



The Conduct of Drivers, Inspectors, Conductors and Passengers Regulations 2002, place specific 
obligations on drivers, including to allow a wheelchair user to board a bus where there is an 
unoccupied wheelchair space, unless the wheelchair is too large or otherwise unsuitable or the 
carrying capacity of the vehicle would then be exceeded. Where other able-bodied passengers are 
occupying the wheelchair space, the driver should ask them to move. Passengers are not compelled 
to move in response to such a request. 

The Technical Specification for Interoperability: Persons with Reduced Mobility requires train 
operators to provide manual wheelchair spaces on trains and ensure that these can be reserved in 
advance. Where an advance reservation has been made, any unauthorised person occupying that 
space will be compelled to vacate it. If however if no reservation has been made, whilst any able-
bodied persons occupying the space will be asked to move, they are not compelled to move in 
response to such a request. 

We are not aware of any plans for the UK Government to change these regulations. The Scottish 
Government will consider with operators and disability groups whether there is more that could be 
done within existing legislation to encourage able-bodied passengers to act responsibly when 
requested to make way for a wheelchair-using passenger. 

 

Rhoda Grant (Highlands and Islands) (Scottish Labour): To ask the Scottish Government how it 
(a) has provided and (b) will provide information to the public regarding public transport etiquette in 
relation to disabled people. 

 (S4W-23658) 

Derek Mackay: The Scottish Government does not currently provide information to the public 
regarding public transport etiquette in relation to disabled people. Encouraging good behaviour on 
buses is primarily a matter for operators, including through their conditions of carriage. 

The Scottish Government will continue to consider with operators and disability groups whether 
more could usefully be done regarding attitudes and behaviour towards disabled bus users. 

 

Rhoda Grant (Highlands and Islands) (Scottish Labour): To ask the Scottish Government 
whether it plans to introduce a system limiting styles and sizes of buggies and mobility scooters on 
buses and trains. 

 (S4W-23659) 

Derek Mackay: Legislation governing the obligations of bus and train operators in relation to 
disability has not been devolved to Scottish Ministers and remains a matter that is reserved to the UK 
Government. 

Any wheelchair, mobility scooter or buggy larger than the reference wheelchair dimensions in the 
Public Service Vehicle Accessibility Regulations 2000 may be too large to travel safely in the allocated 
space. In these circumstances, passengers should contact bus operators before travelling to confirm 
their policy in this respect as permission to board may be refused if the operator or driver considers 
there may be a risk to health and safety. 

A number of major bus operators have signed up to a code of practice published by the 
Confederation of Passenger Transport which requires them on request to assess mobility scooter 
users and their vehicles and issue a photo ID providing a permit to travel if the scooter meets standard 
requirements in the code. 

The Technical Specification for Interoperability: Persons with Reduced Mobility requires train 
operators to provide manual wheelchair spaces on trains large enough to accommodate a reference 
wheelchair, the maximum dimensions of which, including the occupant are 1200mm long, 700mm 
wide and 1350mm high. 

Train operators are not required to carry class two electrically powered motability scooters, but 
some, including ScotRail do, provided these are not excessively large or heavy. Details are provided 
on request to ScotRail. 



Rhoda Grant (Highlands and Islands) (Scottish Labour): To ask the Scottish Government 
whether it plans to introduce an authorisation system for disabled people or people with a disabled 
baby allowing them to take non-folding buggies on buses. 

 

 (S4W-23660) 

Derek Mackay: Legislation governing technical standards for buses and the obligations of bus 
operators in relation to disability is reserved to the UK Parliament. The UK Government has no plans 
for changes to legislation to introduce such an authorisation system. 

 


